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Properties of q-extensions of Bernoulli numbers and polynomials which 
generalize those satisfied by B, and B,(x) are used to construct q-extensions of p- 
adic measures and define a q-extension of p-adic Dirichlet L-series. 
In [ 11, Carlitz defined q-extensions of Bernoulli numbers and polynomials 
and proved properties generalizing those satisfied by B, and Bk(x). In this 
note we use these properties, especially the “distribution relation” for q- 
Bernoulli polynomials, to construct q-extensions of p-adic measures and 
define a q-extension of p-adic Dirichlet L-series. 
When one talks of q-extensions, q can be variously considered as an 
indeterminate, a complex number q E C, or a p-adic number q E Q,, where 
R, is the p-adic completion of the algebraic closure of Q,. If q E C, one 
normally assumes ] q ] < 1. If q = 1 + t E J2,, one normally assumes 1 t Ia < 1. 
We shall further suppose that ord, t > l/(p - l), so that q” = exp(x log, q) 
for Ix], < 1. 
We use the notation 
[x] = [x; q] =+$. (0.1) 
Thus, lim,, , [x; q] =x (for any x E C in the complex case and any x with 
Ix], < 1 in the p-adic case). 
The usual Bernoulli numbers are defined by C B, tk/k! = t/(e’ - I), which 
can be written symbolically as es’ = t/(el - l), interpreted to mean that Bk 
must be replaced by B, when we expand on the left. This relation can also be 
written e@+l” - t? = t, or, if we equate powers of 1, 
B,= 1, (B+ l)k-Bk=l if k=l 
=o if k>l, 
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where again we must first expand and then replace B’ by Bi. The Bernoulli 
polynomials are then Bk(x) = (B + x)” = C ( f ) Bixk-‘. 
Carlitz’s “q-Bernoulli numbers” Pk = &(q) can be determined inductively 
by 
Po= 1, 4(4P+ l>“-Pk= 1 if k=l 
=o if k>l, 
with the usual convention about replacing pi by pi. For example, the first 
few q-Bernoulli numbers are 
Pi)= 1, A=-& p2=*’ 
p = 4(1 - 4) 
3 [31[41 * 
The “q-Bernoulli polynomials” Pk(x; q) are given as (qxp + [-x]>~, i.e., 
Pk(Xi 4) = i$ ( r ) Pi(q) qiX[xlk-i’ (0.2) 
As q -+ 1, We have &(q) --P B,, &(X; S> + B&)- 
The q-Bernoulli polynomials satisfy the following generalized distribution 
relation [l, Eq. (5.9)): 
[my-’ -i- ;; qi& (+; qm) =&ix; q> (0.3) 
for any positive integers m, k. 
Following Mazur [6] (see also 13, pp. 34-38; 5, pp. 233-239]), we use 
(0.3) to define p-adic distributions, then “regularize” to get bounded 
measures, and finally take the Mellin transform to define p-adic q-l-series 
which interpolate (suitably modified) q-Bernoulli numbers. 
1. q-BnRNouLLt MEASURES 
Let d be a fixed positive integer, and let p be a fixed prime number. 
DEFINITION. 
x ==‘ lim (Z/dpNZ); 
N 
a+dpNZP~f{xEX~x=a(moddpN)}; 
x*zf u a + dpZ,. 
Q<a<dP,Ptn 
We shall normally take 0 < a < dpN when we write a + dpNZp. 
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DEFINITION/LEMMA. Let ,D~ =,ukgq be given by 
(1.1) 
Then pk extends to a Q(q)-valued distribution (5, pp. 207-2101 on the 
compact open sets U c X. 
Proof. It suffices to check that 
P-1 
K7 pk(a + i dpN + dpN+‘Z,) = p,(a + dpNZ,). 
,yl 
Using (1.1) and the relation [dpN+‘; q] = [dpN; q][ p; qdpN], which follows 
directly from (O.l), we write the left side as 
P-1 
[dpN+lGq)k-I x qo+idpN 
i=O 
pk( ’ 
OikzN ; qdP”+l) 
P-1 
= qa[&Nv; qjk-1 [JJ; q@]k-1 x (qdPh)i fik 
i=O 
a/d:N ” ; (qd.wv)P). 
Applying (0.3) with m = p, x = a/dpN, and q replaced by qdph, we obtain 
q”[dpN; qlkpl Pk ($; qdpJvj =,Qa + dp”‘Z,). 
DEFINITION. Let a E X*, a f 1, k > 1. For compact-open U t x define 
pk,a(Lj)=,i&;y(q zLIElpkTq(ff) -a-‘ia-‘i qikvl ~k:qVo(a*)- (1.2) 
Note that lim 94, ,u~,~;~ = ~~~~~~~~~~~ where Mazur’s measure is defined as 
hsrur,k(U)-a-k~ Marur.kWJ) with P Maru,.k(a+dpNZp)=(dpN)k-L B&JdpN). 
ForxEXwedenote [[x]]=[[x;q]]=def(x+l)q2-q. 
THEOREM 1. 
hk,o:q(a+dpNZp)= [[k;s”J)la;qlk-‘~UMazur.l.~(a+dpNZP) 
(mod pN-‘), (1.3) 
where the constant c depends on k but not on N or q; in other words, 
dP/&) = (W + 1) qzx - qx)blk-’ d/+mur,~.a(x)~ 
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Proof: By writing 
1-q dP/a - - -(ew(dpN log, q/a) - 1) = - JF, (dpN log, q/aYlj!, 
we easily compute that 
1 1 1 l/a - 1 -- 
1 - qW’ 
E-P 
a 1 - qdPNl” 2 
(mod dpNt,/l 2) (1.4) 
(note that t = q - 1 has the same 1 Ip as log, q, since ord, t > l/(p - 1)). 
Similarly, if for x EX we let {x), denote the least nonnegative residue 
mod dpN and let [xl, denote x - (x}~, so that[x], E dpNZp, then we have 
4 fanIN = qa” + qbdN( 1 _ qtdN) s q”* (mod dpN t), (1.5) 
9 faa)N _ qn” 
1 - qdPN 
= 
q 
(mod dpN t). (1.6) 
Note that if a happens to be an integer, then [aalN/dpN = [aa/dpN], where 
[ ] here is the greatest integer function. 
For fixed k, note that -ord,( $)/Ii(q) ’ b is ounded with respect to i < k and 
q by a constant c < co. Thus, by (0.2), the large denominators in the 
Bernoulli part of (1.1) come from [a/dpN; qdpNjk-’ for i small. In fact, all of 
the terms except for i = 0 and i= 1 are more than offset by the factor 
[ dpN; qlk-l. More precisely, for i > 2 
[dpN; qlk-l qa 
SE 0 (mod P~-~), 
and hence mod pNmc we have 
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Thus, by (1.2), we have mod pNec 
Pk,,@ + dpNZ,) E 
1 _ ql=4~/a k-1 
X qkNvvla . 
1 _ ql=alNla 
1 - q’l” 1 _ qdd+Jn 
1 -q= 
-( i 
k-1 kq2= 
l-9 1 tqdP 
1 
--( 
l-9 lanl~lu k- 1 9 l=alNla _ q21aal,du 
a 1-40 1 _ qdpn’la 
l---q 
IOnl~la k- 1 
kq 
2lanldct kg” 
l-q” 1 + qdPNla - 1 + qdph 
(1.7) 
By (1.5) and (1.6) with q replaced by qliu, if we write (1 - qla”‘“i/“)/ 
(1 -go)= 1 -q'='"'Nh(l - qb”lNb)/(l -q”), we see that the first expression 
in braces in (1.7) is congruent mod pNPc to 
qa-q2a 1 1 _ ql”“lN/” qlaaw _ q21aalN/a 
1 - qW 
-; ] _ (k _ 1) q’““‘“” 
l-q” 1 _ qdPNla 
qa -q2a 1 
_ 
qblN/a- 4 2taa1,da 
-- 
1 - qdpN a 1 _ qdPNl~ 
where we again use (1.5) and (1.6). But 
qa 1 4 l=alN/Q 
1 - qdpN 
-- 
a 1 -qdPNl" 
1 1 1 1 l0alJa - “4 a i -- 4 9” 
1 - q”N a 
-- 
1 - qd@‘Jn a 1 _ qdpNl” 
s -4" (mod pNPc), 
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and similarly 
4 2a 1 9 2larrl,vln 
-- 
1 - qdpK a 1 - #p”l” 
= -q2” 
I/a- 1 balN 
2 Tp 
(mod p”-‘). 
Hence the first expression in braces in (1.7) is congruent mod p”-’ to 
(l-8) 
In the second expression in braces in (1.7), there are no large powers of p 
dividing the denominators, so we can replace q”“‘d’/” by q4 and qdpNlyl” by 1; 
hence, this expression is congruent mod pNmc to 
-4 
2n l/a- 1 = kq2= 2 . (1.9) 
Adding (1.8) and (1.9), we find that 
,~+,(a + dpNZp) = [a]“-’ ((k + 1) q2“ - s”> 
x L balN + ‘/a - ’ - ~ 
a dpN 2 
(mod p”-‘). 
Since 
,uMazur,,,a(a + dpNZp) = d $$ + $$- 
(see [ 3 1, [ 5 1, or [61), the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. pk,n are bounded LIP-valued measures on X for all k > 1 
and aEX*, a # 1. More precisely, J,u~,~JLJ)~~ < 1 for all compact-open 
UCX. 
2. CONGRUENCES 
For x a Dirichlet character mod d we define 
PL,* =P,&d zr (4-l ‘T 
O<o<d 
x(a) @‘/W/4 qd). 
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The locally constant function x on X can be integrated against the 
distribution ,u, defined by (1.1) and the result is clearly Pk,X: 
J x(x> hk(X) = Pk.X. X 
We similarly compute (here pX =defX - X*): 
I x(4 &k(X) = bl”-’ x(P)Pk&p); PX 
I 
x(x) &k.q&w =x(G) Pk.*(P); 
X 
X(X) d/++qr,a(@ = [p; ql’“lk-’ X(da>Pk,&P’“)* 
PX 
Hence, from definition (1.2) of +LI~,~ we have (where we use the relation 
[l/a; ql[p; PI = [P/K sl>: 
! x(x) dpk,n(X) =Pk,&) - blk-' X(P)Pk.X(qP) x* 
To simplify notation, we define the operator xy = xY.k;9 on f(q) by xyf(q) = 
blk-‘Xcw(qyX and we define multiplication of these symbols by xXxy = 
X X*k;qY o xY,k;9 = xXy. Then (2.1) becomes 
J . x(x)&k,,(x)=(l-xp) (l--$t'a)~k,~* X' (2'2) 
Finally, we define (x) = (x; q) =def [x; q]/w(x), where o is the 
Teichmiiller character; then if ord, t > l/(p - 1) we have i(x) - 11, < 
max(l/p, ItIp) and (x)~~ E 1 (mod p”). 
By Theorem 1, we have (Xk =def~~-k) 
jxe Xktx) dpk,a(X) =Jxa (@ + 1) qzx -qx)(x)k-' Xdx> ~p~azur,l,a(X). 
If we compare integrands as k varies, we obtain 
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THEOREM 2 (Generalization of Kummer Congruences). If k, 3 k, 
(mod p”), then for any a E X* 
(1 -xpk,) (1 -+x:q &.&, 
= (1 -x:*1 ( -ix:?) Pk2,Xk2 (mod P”). 
Remark. Note that we lose one power of p in comparison with the usual 
Kummer congruences, because we cannot remove the k in the integrand by 
dividing both sides by k. Our congruence is for /I,,, not P,Jk. Also, we cannot 
remove the a by “canceling” from both sides, as in the usual case q = 1. 
THEOREM 3 (p-adic q-L-Series). For arbitrary jixed a E X*, a # 1, the 
function 
Lp;& x) dyf &j ((2-~)q*~-q~)(x)-~x,(x)d~,,,,,,,,,(x), sEZ,, 
x* 
interpolates the values 
+-x9 (l-$x:!“)px.x, 
when s = 1 - k. Here lim q+, L,&,x) = (1 - (a>‘-’ x-‘(a)> L,(s, x) is the 
usual Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-function (times the a-factor). 
Questions. (1) Are there complex analytic q-L-series which L&s, x) 
can be viewed as interpolating, in the same way that L,(s, x) interpolates 
us, xl? 
(2) Do Carlitz’s pk(q) occur in the coefficients of some Stirling type 
series for p-adic or complex analytic q-log-gamma functions 141? 
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